
EAPO Knowledge Exchange Event

Provided with an American Sign Language (ASL) Interpreter.

Elder Abuse Prevention Ontario in partnership with the Prevention of Elder Abuse
Coalition of Etobicoke and York (PEACE), and the North York Elder Abuse
Network (NYEAN) would like to invite seniors, families, service providers and caregivers,
to an upcoming online Knowledge Exchange Event entitled: Legal Responses to Elder
Abuse.

Join us as we learn from our panel of experts: the Peel Regional Police, the Advocacy
Centre for the Elderly (ACE) and the Office of the Public Guardian and Trustee
(OPGT), who will discuss the law as it pertains to Elder Abuse and share what legal
recourse options are available to help prevent and respond appropriately to cases.
 
Based on their individual experiences, panelists will share insights into legal approaches
that can be taken, where either elder abuse or neglect is suspected, and how one can
access services or other legal/enforcement supports in the community. Knowing why elder
abuse is notoriously difficult to prosecute and resolve will also be covered in this
presentation.

Following the formal presentation, an open panel discussion will allow participants to pose
questions to each of the speakers and gain insights into how situations might be
addressed. In the interest of privacy, specific personal situations will not be addressed,
however EAPO will share contact information for each of the speakers to allow for follow
up conversations to take place.

Panelists

Lisa Tobio
Chair,
Prevention of Elder Abuse Coalition of Etobicoke

http://www.eapon.ca
http://www.eapon.ca


and York Network,
Executive Director,
York-Fairbank Centre for Seniors

Event Moderator

Clara McGregor
Litigation Lawyer,

Advocacy Centre for the
Elderly

Sandi Parker
Investigator,

Office of the Public
Guardian and Trustee

Constable Ian Dann
Elder Abuse Coordinator,

Peel Regional Police

Read Panelists full Biographies

Register Today

For further information, please contact:

Christine Chan
Elder Abuse Prevention Consultant
EAPO

gta@eapon.ca

www.eapon.ca
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